The Member Evidence Clause
The Member Evidence Clause ensures that our membership within our Targeted markets
are properly represented as a flag ship Alliance Partner and offered Options to participate
in Rewards with Benefits within various programs.
In concert with IJJC assurances we have provided every measurement to save guard the
Alliance Partner interest, while partaking in using the services offer by eCETP and IJJ
Corporation.

Alliance Partners are enrolled in one of the
Categories:
There are two distinct and separate rewards and benefits
packages offered to each group:
1. Nonprofit organization that are tax exempted
2. For Profit organization and entities required to pay taxes.
Various options are provided with preset pricing designed to
produce calculated earning as cash contributions.
The Donation is a self-service intuitive ecosystem offering 365 days, 24-hour access to conduct
unlimited donation contribution campaigns independently.

The Enrollment Requirements:
The Membership enrollment process is an Alliance Partner application approval process. The
approval process has measurable acceptance criteria’s to be met.

1. Must meet the Member Evidence Clause,
2. Business or entity registration in a states’ office of taxation as the business’s
domicile,
3. Proof of management control, and
4. Open a Donator Backer account to process your first $50 On-Demand Order.
Once approved the Alliance Partner is granted access to the
Donator Backer module. The training period is 2 to 4 days to
setup and provision resources in preparation to process the first
On-Demand Order.

Government and
Non-profit
Organizations

Training also includes a 7-day trial run of a live donation to learn
how to deploy a Donation Contribution campaign, including
using the primary features to collect donations using various
option plans with rewards and Benefits.
Before considering joining a private self-sponsored donation
campaign you must have existing members as donation
subscribers. IJJC is not providing donators nor making any
guarantees for funding.

Inclusion in Benefit
Programs

Recommend considering reserving 20% cash earning to
participate in investing in your Donor to create self-funding
repeatable donations and to participate in the Deposit
conversion program.

The 20/60/40 Option
plan:

The Donor realizes that the Nonprofits have operating
expenditures, thus they can option to participate in the
20/60/40 option plan. With a preset starting level at $40 for the
donation contribution, where 60% or $24 is the donation to a
selected non-profit and 40% or $16 as the contribution
IJJCorp is providing the Software as a Service (SaaS) as the
Donation Platform. We will not collect or handle donations
deposits. All donor donation is redirected to the sponsor
banking account of choice. At year end a 1099 form is provided
compiling the prior quarterly reports with the last quarter
reporting period.

Controlling Funding
Raised

For Non-Cryptocurrency users, if desired eCETP will generate a
paper wallet, which is used commonly throughout the
Cryptocurrency industry.
The Paper Wallet provides your security and secret keys for
control of your purchased ERC-777 tokens in the trading board
and purchase IJJ Tokens in the open exchange marketplace to
fulfill DBP independently of IJJC available inventory of ERC-777
or ERC-223.

General Terms and Conditions applicable with For Profit and Group/organizations.
The Alliance Partner approval process has measurable acceptance criteria’s to be
met for approval:
Once approved the Alliance Partner is granted access to the
Donator Backer module. The training period is 2 to 4 days to
setup and provision resources in preparation to process the first
On-Demand Order.

For Profit and LLC, LL,
Self-Proprietor

Training also includes a 7-day trial run of a live donation to learn
how to deploy a Donation Contribution campaign, including using
the primary features to collect donations using various option
plans with rewards and Benefits.
Before considering joining a private self-sponsored donation
campaign private only to your existing members or donation
subscribers. IJJCorp is not providing donators nor making any
guarantees for funding.

The exception to For-Profit organizations only the Contribution
feature of the SaaS, is applicable. All transactions are recorded as
a contribution or gift and not as a donation.
As an Alliance Partner it’s best to provide fund raising in concert
with receiving a contribution as working capital or within the
framework of Granting to Charity Event or donating to non-profit
foundation or non-profit organizations, such as a church, or nonprofit entities in general.

Controlling Funding
Raised

IJJCorp is providing the Software as a Service (SaaS) as the
Donation Platform. We will not collect or handle donations
deposits. All donor donation is redirected to the sponsor banking
account of choice.
The For-Profit should be prepared to conduct a donation before
engaging, it is recommended that the Alliance Partner has at
minimum 250 donators and fully understand this is a full selfservice donation contribution platform.
As an Alliance Partner with access to eCETP as a For-Profit all
donation contribution is first taxable. If a donator elects to option
for the 20/60/40 plan, 60% must go to a non-profit
organization(s) and 40% is a contribution or could be a gift
depending on gift structure and legal opinions.

The 60/40 Plan

The Donor realizes that the For-Profit have operating
expenditures, thus they can option to participate in the 20/60/40
option plan. With a preset starting level at $40 for the donation
contribution, where 60% or $24 is the donation to a selected nonprofit and 40% or $16 as the contribution.
As part of the eCETP services quarterly distribute ledger
transaction reports are available 2 days after the closing date of
each campaign. Daily reports can be generated from the account
dashboard. The reports are made available to reconcile
transactions and for accounting information, as required. At year
end a 1099 form is provided compiling the prior quarterly reports
with the last quarter reporting period.

Inclusion in Benefit
Programs

We recommend considering reserving 20% of cash earning to
participate in investing in your Donor to create self-funding
repeatable donations and to participate in the Deposit conversion
program.

To Acquire IJJ Tokens you must have a Cryptocurrency Account
the accept Ether for trading. The Exchange must have “Know
Your Customer” (KYC) policy enforced, as a requirement.

Additional enrollment
requirements:

For Non-Cryptocurrency user eCETP will generate a paper wallet,
which is used commonly throughout the Cryptocurrency industry
.
The Paper Wallet provides your security and secret keys for
control of your purchased ERC-777 tokens in the trading board
and purchase IJJ Tokens in the open exchange marketplace to
fulfill DBP independently of IJJC available inventory of ERC-777 or
ERC-223.
IJJ Corporation is a USA Corporation, we are subject to USA
regulatory rulings and enforcements.

MUST DO
REQUIREMENT

Without being able to provide the general information for the
Member Evidence Clause the organization’s application will not
be approved, to obtain a membership become an approved
Alliance Partner.

